How TextConnect™ Works

™

In an emergency, EVERY SECOND COUNTS!
TextConnect provides text access to 9-1-1
through text routing technology.
Here is what the
process looks like:
• A simple text
requesting help is
sent to 9-1-1 from
a mobile device.

The future of 9-1-1 is here.
Hamilton NG911 can take you there.
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“Hamilton has been providing 9-1-1
service to our customers since its
introduction in 1968. We have the
resources to successfully implement
the conversion to Next Generation 9-1-1.”
— John Nelson, CEO

Mobile Device Text User

• The Communication
Assistant (CA)
receives and voices
the emergency text.
• A PSAP operator
listens to the voiced
text, responds
through the CA,
identifies location
and dispatches first
responders in a
matter of seconds.

Ask to see our
demo today!

Choose Hamilton as Your
NG 9-1-1 Service Provider
EXPERIENCE • TRUST • COMMITMENT

Communication Assistant

Since 1901, we have been meeting the
ever-changing communications and
technology needs of our customers.

Emergency
Response

For more information,
contact us at:
NG911@hamiltontel.com
800.821.1831
HamiltonNG911.com
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Public Safety Answering Point
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The Current Problem
Widespread reliance on texting has made
access to emergency services via text a
modern necessity. Until Text to 9-1-1 is
implemented universally, millions of people
are without the ability to report an emergency
to 9-1-1 through a text message. Additionally,
individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing,
deaf-blind or have difficulty speaking still do not
have an up-to-date avenue to access 9-1-1.

As of January 2018, the red represents the counties
currently ready to implement Text to 9-1-1. A good
start, but millions of individuals remain unconnected.

TextConnect fills these gaps and connects
the public to this life-changing solution!

A Trusted Solution
Hamilton brings over 115 years experience
in managing reliable networks for, and is a
national leader in the telecommunications
industry.
Hamilton has been providing
telecommunications relay services across the
country since 1991 through its Hamilton Relay®
division. Hamilton is in a unique position to
provide both this necessary technology and
credibility to operate at the highest level of
emergency service standards. The technology
ensures connection and response within a
matter of seconds, and using Hamilton Relay
service brings a workforce and skill set that
is especially qualified to handle the unique
requirements for implementing this solution.
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The Innovative Solution
While the country inches closer to full adoption, Hamilton NG911™ is an interim solution designed
to provide texting access to 9-1-1 in areas not yet equipped with Text to 9-1-1.
TextConnect Provides:
• Immediate integration for Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) to support SMS messages
via voice relay.
• A secure back-up solution for PSAPs already supporting Text to 9-1-1.
This innovative solution ensures all individuals, including those who are deaf, hard of hearing,
deaf-blind, or have difficulty speaking, have access to 9-1-1.
Hamilton NG911 is at the forefront of providing RTT technology as well. This solidifies a smooth
transition from the immediate TextConnect solution to full adoption of RTT when your facility is ready.

(Image Credit) Based on PSAP registrations in FCC PSAP Text-to-911 Registry, Jan. 2018.

